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Body and Spacial Awareness, dribbling and moving into space
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Captains Ship

All players have a ball. Who can make the best pirate noise?Rrrrrrrrrr

Pirates should explore the pirate ship by dribbling around

Coach calls "captains coming" Players respond: "aye aye, captain!"

Coach "climb the ladder" Players: toe taps

Coach: "Telescope" What do the pirates see? Stand with one foot on the ball and look around.

Coach "wash the floor" Player: Sole rolls

Coach "Seagulls are coming" Player: protect their soccer ball

Coach "Seagulls have gone" Player: starts dribbling again

Out in Space

All players have a ball and are flying out in space

Coach calls out different colors of planets and players have to dribble to that planet in each corner (explain to the

players what corner of the field is what colored planet) and wait until coach tells them to begin dribbling again

if coach calls out "the aliens are coming" the players can dribble to any planet and stay safe until coach allows

them to enter space again

Kangaroo Jack

All players start with a ball and try and dribble from one side of the area to the other side without the kangaroo

tagging them

Coaches begin in the middle as kangaroo Jack and must hop like a kangaroo to try and tag players

If a player gets tagged, they become a kangaroo in the middle

Tigers Tail

Players have a pinnie each which they have as a tigers tail (back of their shorts)

Coaches are the zoo keepers trying to catch the tigers

Once a tiger loses their tail, they can help the coach be a zoo keeper

Allow players to be zoo keepers

With and without the ball
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